
















TESTIMONIALS FROM USERS OF CLEAN-WAVES PRODUCTS   -Part 2- Sep 22

#1: My Testimony for these amazing Wifi Area patches and Hotspot Shields.. have literally 
and Physically been a God send gift and help for my co morbidity of a rare genetic 
bleeding disorder called HHT...
  So to explain in a condensed manner ..
  last year of August 2019 unbeknown to myself the 5G tower was erected and established 
across the road from my place of residence in Sydney, Australia, within that month I 
collapsed in my home and lost about 30-40mins of consciousness.. to explain that further, 
the actual physical symptoms were a sensation of burning up from within my body.. and the 
inability to cool myself down to the point where I collapsed.. it was as if I could not 
get enough oxygen within me while burning up from inside my body..
  after 6 months of various doctors and specialist appointments, it dawned on me that this
5G tower had been erected and made compliant in August 2019..
 much to my dismay of searching and reassessing my diet etc including various appointments
with heart specialists and specialists treating me for my genetic disorder...
 I came to the conclusion that this 5G, had not only caused my health exacerbated 
condition but also contributed to it.
  Thank God that a very dear friend had sent me a variety of these WiFi Area Patches and 
WiFi hotspot shields.. upon hearing about what had happened....
  after placing them literally on my body and I mean “literally”... I am physically 
wearing them and keep them on my body while sleeping..and go about my day’s activities 
etc..
  I had found that I no longer was experiencing dizziness, burning sensations and 
generally feeling so ill with nausea and headaches that seemed to go on for months, until 
I acquired and put these AMAZING SHIELDS in place... I have been able to function as 
normally, as I could not before.
  So to my dear friend and these shields I literally owe my life.. I truly do not believe 
that I would have lasted physically, if not without them.. though that may seem like a 
very far fetch testimony..
  I can assure you that my integrity and transparency of the truth of the matter stands.
  I had since also been admitted to hospital for a procedure CT angiogram and I also took 
those amazing little discs with me to hospital.. though no follow up procedure was 
required meaning a stent of an artery..
  I could rule out the other reasons for my collapse.
  So definitely these have saved my life.. given that I have this bleeding disorder, which
I have been managing for more than 27yrs...I truly believe that if it were not for these 
disc... well let’s just say.. I’m here active as ever.. and no headaches, burning 
sensations within my body or any other ailments occurring.
  Thank you.. thank you and God bless you who has designed and manufactured these..
  Warmest and respectful regards
  Judit Yolanda -   Sydney Australia -  3/5/20

#2: ¨Hello Abel, I have watched your live with Katia, because I follow Katia. She is a 
wonderful woman. It was lucky and your live touched me deeply in my heart and you have 
convinced me. I have fibromyalgia, I am 51 years old, I have suffered for 8 years and 
despite everything, I decided to order first the Body Guard bracelet in April. I have 
received it quickly. I wore it right away, I got tingling, and the next morning, for the 
first time, I didn´t feel tired, I regained my libido, and my eyes were not watery and my 
nose was not running. I decided to order the patch for the phone and my router, and I have
received it today, 8th May, and I feel less the EMF waves, and I am waiting for my 2nd Body 
Guard bracelet. I will put it on my left wrist. I am delighted and thank you very much for
your work, as well as God. It has changed my life and I am going to speak about it to 
other people around me. 
Awareness  - Valerie Marsa  - France  8/5/22

#3:  Second order! Very satisfied with the result. No more headaches.. I recommend 
strongly! Thanks a lot!     Damien G.    France  17/07/2022 

#4: No more tinnitus, thank you  - Marie-Thérèse T. France  2/21/2022

#5: I ordered a pendant from you, very beautiful, excellent quality. I have adaptated to 
it in 3 or 4 days, I felt a change in energy, I recommend it to you and I truly felt a 
rise in libido.      PREVEL F.,    France   14/02/2022

#6: Since Nov 2021 I have bought pach + bracelet. Living on the island of Reunion I 
noticed that my vegetables keep longer. So for the bracelet I feel the same thing for my 
body. It works, I feel much more dynamic and more open-minded.   Didier L.,  14/02/2022



#7:  The patches are absolute essentials in our family. I have two daughters and we have 
been very impressed by the emf protection patches. The children are much calmer. 
Especially inside shopping centres! 
I noticed the effects in particular during international travel my two daughters, they 
wore their patches on their watches [with a Clean-waves universal patch on the back of 
their watches]  and were little angels the entire flight. Everyone was amazed. Sometime 
later we flew without the patches and they were very irritable and emotional. So we make 
sure we always wear them! We have also noticed our sleep to be more restful too.     Aimee
Bower - Sydney Australia  - 14/5/20

#8:  As the majority of the people in the world I am using my mobile phone and Internet on
the daily basis for all sorts of matters and I really like the convenience of these 
technologies. Unfortunately I noticed that I was getting all sorts of health problems that
were going away when I was not exposed to EMF (Electro Magnetic Frequencies). I have the 
chance to have 2 homes, one in the city and one in the bush.
   When I was in the city and exposed to EMF my energy levels were very low, I was 
constantly tired, I was feeling nauseous, had constant headache, flu symptoms, I was 
tense, stressed with a short temper and was feeling very emotional and unmotivated.
  In contrast when I was in my country home all the symptoms were disappearing and I was 
feeling like myself again! No more health problem and happy!
  The health and mental issues became so intolerable that I relocated to the beautiful NSW
bush.
  Fortunately now, thanks to CLEAN-WAVES’ protection  I can spend time in my home city and
on the phone completely protected from harmful EMF radiation. I purchased a little CLEAN-
WAVES patch for my phone and 2 big ones for my homes.
  So I most highly recommend CLEAN-WAVES to protect all living beings from electromagnetic
waves. The quality of their products and the customer service are exceptional.Thank you so
much for your help and your fantastic products!¨    Isabelle Lotti   NSW Australia

#9: I am delighted with the protection provided by the Clean-Waves products. I felt better
from the first day I wore the Body Guard bracelet and saw my blood cancer go down to 
almost remission. The Area patches are also excellent protections for the whole family.   
Micheline V.,France  19/02/2022

#10: Super I'm delighted and very surprised. I didn't think it would have such a big 
effect on me. I'm a very nervous person who reacts quickly and since I've been wearing the
bracelet I'm calm and relaxed. I rarely get nervous now, and I am surprised about that and
even those around me point it out to me. In addition, it is super beautiful, I love it.   
Police N., France 02/16/2022

#11: It seems to work, no more headaches after a long time spent in front of the computer.
Jocelyne L., France  16/02/2022

#12: We have noticed that we are more tired when we do not wear the bracelets outside the 
house. The fact of having installed the patches on the various devices and by reorganizing
the placement of electrical objects, we have improved the quality of sleep for the whole 
family. It's like a continuous breath of fresh air.  Domitille M., France 14/02/2022

#13: Hello everyone, I am delighted as well as the whole family. We sleep much better. We 
can't live without it, thank you very much.   Nadia O., France  14/02/2022

#14: Since Nov 2021 I have bought pach + bracelet. Living on the island of Reunion I 
noticed that my vegetables keep longer. So for the bracelet I feel the same thing for my 
body. It works, I feel much more dynamic and more open-minded.   Didier L.,  02/14/2022

#15: Very good quality, efficient, fast. The price is very affordable. A big thank you.
Nathalie D., France 14/02/2022

#16: Very satisfied with clean-waves products. I constantly wear the bracelet and I have 
equipped my whole house as well on EMF transmitters without forgetting the GPS of the car.
Excellent value. It would be interesting to supply pendants as well. I no longer have 
headaches or tightness around my head since using the patches. Ana P., France 02/14/2022

# 17: I am very satisfied with Clean-Waves because I no longer have headaches when I call.
Marie claude C., France 14/02/2022

If you have also been helped by Clean-waves patches, please send your testimonials to 
alcy.emf@cff07.com   Thanks a lot in advance, it will help others.  Order at CFF07.com
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